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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEl-1 
One of the problems facing modern education and particularly 
the school administrator is that of staffing the classrooms with good 
teachers. In the selection of and employment of teachers the question 
of the nature of appropriate preparation for a teacher's responsibili-
ties is of great significance. In fact a teacher's preparation for his 
responsibilities determines to a large extent his success as a beginner 
and may affect his decision about remaining in the teaching profession. 
I. BACKGROUND OF 'l'HE FRObLUi 
The critical shortage of teachers, which developed during World 
War 11 and was intensified in the postwar period because of an increase 
in school-age population, is a fact well known to educators. In order 
to fill classroom positions, many states resorted to the issuance of 
emergency teaching certificates to teachers who had not met a pre-
scribed program of preparation. The question of the effectiveness of 
these teachers has always been one of considerable importance. 
According to the Virginia State Department of Education there 
were 5,132 teachers without standard certificates in Virginia during 
the 1965-66 school session.1 
lstate Department of Education, Public Education in Virginia, 
1966. Time to Teach, No. 2 (Richmond, Virginia: Division of hduca-
tional Reaearch, 1966) 1 p. 11. 
At a meeting of the State Board of Education in February 1966, 
former Governor Colgate w. Darden, Jr., raised the question of teacher 
certification in Virginia. Mr. Darden stated that "we are never going 
to upgrade public education in Virginia until we upgrade the teaching 
part Of it. 112 
As a result of this discussion a committee of college personnel 
and school superintendents was appointed to make a study of the prob-
lem, particularly of teacher certification. 
The preceding summary of information lead the investigator to a 
similar problem concerning first-year teachers. Many school divisions 
in the State of Virginia select teaching personnel who have not taken 
or completed professional education and psychology courses, or who have 
complet.ed professional education courses but are assigned to teach in 
an area for which they are not .fully qualified. Several questions were 
raised in the investigator's mind. Are teachers employed with these 
credentials able to accept certain professional duties and responsi-
v 
bilities as well as those who are fully qualified and teaching in the 
2 
field of their preparation? Do these people feel as successful as those 
whose preparation meets the state standard for full certification? It 
was the investigator's assumption that teachers employed m.th these 
credentials do not upgrade public education but degrade it in many 
instances. In order to present objectively established facts rather 
than opinion~, a research study was undertaken. 
2Robert Holland, "Education Board Hay Viarn Teachers \~ho Lack 
Degrees, 11 Richmond ~-Dispatch, February 26, 1966, p. 3. 
.3 
II. STATE2-1ENT OF THE PROBLD1 
The problem of this investigation was to detennine whether there 
was a difference among first-year teachers who have met full certifica-
tion requirements and those who are on substandard certificates because 
of a lack of part or all of the required courses in education and psy-
chology with respect to the following statementss 
1. Continuation of profeesional treining arrl meni:lership in 
professional organ
1
izations. 
2. Job-satisfaction with respect to salary, social acceptance 
'· ' 
by community and conformity to the philosophy of the principal • 
.3. Selecti~r1 and employment procedures of employer. 
4. Instructional difficulties with regard to the amount of help 
., -
"{ ,' 
needed arrl receiv~d by first-year teachers. 
5. A desife to continue in the teaching profession. 
III. THE DEFINITION OF THE !'ROBLE.N 
Delimitation of Research. This investigation was concerned with 
first-year teachers who had completed professional education and psy-
" 
chology courses and student teaching, first-year teachers who had can-
plated prof easional education and psychology courses but had not taken 
student teaching, and first-year teachers who had not taken any profes-
sional education and psychology courses (above the general education 
requirements of their college) or student teaching. 
First-year teachers included in the study were selected from the 
cities of Norfolk, Virginia Beach, Portsmouth, Chesapeake, Suffolk and 
Franklin, and the counties of Nansemond, Isle of ·1~ight and Southampton. 
Selected teachers were asked to fill-in and return a questionnaire to 
the author. 
Facts which were reported in this study are indicative of condi-
tions existing in the school divisions of Southeastern Virginia in the 
school year 1966-67. , They do not necessarily give an accurate picture 
of conditions existing either before or after 1966-67. 
Definition £! ~· Throughout this study it was necessary to 
classify first-year teachers who had taken all required semester hours 
of professional education and psychology courses and student teaching 
4 
as "prepared" teachers. First-year teachers uho had taken at least 9 
semester hours of professional education and psychology courses, but 
had not done their student teaching, were classified as "partially 
prepared. 11 First-year teachers who had taken less than 9 semester hours 
in professional education and psychology courses an:i had had no student 
teaching were classified as 11unprepared teachers. 11 
It should be borne in mind that these phrases refer to the 
teacher's being prepared, partially prepared, or unprepared with respect 
to the prescribed sequence of education and psychology courses required 
by the State of Virginia for certification. In no way was this phrase-
ology meant to imply a lack of concern for other vital areas of teacher 
preparation, in basic' liberal arts courses arrl a strong sequence of 
courses in the teaching major. 
The study was limited to public school classroom teachers who 
were serving their first year in a regular teaching position. Those 
, ' 
teachers who in 1966-67 were returning to teaching after an absence 
of several years from·rui earlier teaching position or who transferred. 
from one school system to another were not included. In other words, 
first-year or beginning teachers, as used in.this study, referred to 
classroom teachers teaching their first year. 
Throughout this report first-year teachers may be classified 
simply as teachers. 
IV. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
It was an objective of this study to help both educators and 
first-year teachers to recognize the real importance of completing 
professional education and psychology courses and student teaching 
before attempting'' to, fill a teaching position. 
Another objective of the study was intended to show whether there 
were differences among prepared, partially prepared, and unprepared 
teachers with respect to the following statements: 
1. Continuation of professional trainir:.g and membership in pro-
fessional organizations. 
2. Job-satisfaction with respect to sala:y, social acceptance 
by community and conformity to the philosophy of the principal. 
3. Selection and employment procedures of employer. 
4. Instructional difficulties with regard to the amoun~ of help 
needed and received by first-year teachers. 
5. A desire to continue in the teaching profession. 
6 
" V. REVIEw OF THE LIT~RATUHE 
Much has been written in regard to professional preparation, 
continuation of· professional training, membership in professional _ 
organizations, job satisfaction and instructional difficulties of the 
first-year teacher. · In a survey of literature, no approach that enum-
erated the various topics mentioned above was found that was similar to 
1} " 
the one used in this' investigation. 
A brief summary of related research studies that reviewed first-
\ 
year teachers as one group will be presented. 
Related research studies. The Virginia Education Association 
Frofessional Standards and Teacher Education Committee, headed by 
Lindley J. Stiles,·made a study of first-year teachers in Virginia in 
' 
1952. Three hundred and fifteen first-year teachers were invited to 
participate in the study by filling out and returning a questionnaire. 
These teachers represented all sections of the state and various types 
of communities. Only 10 per cent returned the questionnaire. The 
sa.~pling also included elementary, junior high and high school teachers. 
The major purpose of the study was to find out what constituted 
the obstacles in the way of happiness in teaching fran the standpoint 
of working conditions, living conditions, teacher preparation and com-
munity acceptance •. The findings of this study are presented in the 
following statements: 
1. Twenty-seven per cent of those teaching in elementary schools 
were not professionally prepared for teaching. 
2. New teachers rated their acceptance in the community in 
which they taught as only "average. 11 
3. Thirteen per cent reacted negatively to employment proce-
dures and lack of definiteness with respect to assignment. 
7 
4. About 50 per cent of the group felt the need for help with 
problems of discipline and in determining content for a given grade 
level or course. 
5. Twenty-four per cent of those teHchers assigned to secondary 
school work were teaching subjecto for which they were not certified. 
6. Eight per cent indicated that they liked teaching less than 
had been anticipated and about 40 per cent were finding teaching even 
more enjoyable than they had expected. 
1. Eighty-five per cent felt personally that their teaching had 
been generally successful and that they wanted to continue in their 
positions next year •. 
8. Eleven per cent of the teachers had made up their minds to 
leave the teaching profession and enter another type of work. 
In general, the recommendations of this study anphasized the 
following points: 
1. Each school system shoulu provide a well-organized orienta-
tion program devised to acquaint new teachers with the physical 
facilities of the schools, policies, the cuITiculum content for courses 
and grade levels, a.nd .~iihe school's system of records and reports. 
2. Hembers of the community and school officials should assist 
new teachers in becoming acquainted with the community. 
3. Beginning teachers desire to be assigned to teach at grade 
levels and in subject fields in which they made their preparation. 
4. Beginning teachers need and want the help of supervisors, 
more experienced teachers and administrative personnel in learning 
how to teach effectively. 
The Research Di vision of the National Education 1\ssociation made 
a study of first-year teachers in urban school systems in the United 
States in 1954-55. Of the 5,000 first-year teachers that received a 
8 
questionnaire, twenty-six hundred returned it. The purpose of the study 
was to enumerate ways to get new classroom teachers off to a good start. 
The findings of the study are presented in the following statements: 
1. Seven per cent of the teachers felt that they were rejected 
by the comm.unity in which they taught. 
2. Nine in every ten respondents secured their first teaching 
position either through applying on their own or through help given by 
a university placement office. 
3. Beginning teachers reported they preferred to ask another 
classroom teacher for help than a principal or supervisor. 
4. About one in twenty beginning teachers were teaching in 
unlicensed grades or subjects. 
5. Fifty-one per cent of the teachers said they experienced 
conflict with their principal with regard to educational philosophy. 
6. Nine per cent of the teachers said they were disappointed 
with teaching. 
7. Eighty-three per cent said they planned to teach a second 
year. 
CHAPTER II 
PROCEJURES, }if.'THODS ANJ TECHHIQUES, AND INSTRU1·1ENT 
The procedures, methods and techniques, and instrument used in 
the investigation of 11A Regional Study of First-Year Teachers as a 
Heans of Interpreting Certain Elements of Job Preparation Leading to 
Continuation in the Teaching Profession" are described in the paragraphs 
which follow. 
I. PROCED'CHES 
This study was based on three hundred first-year teachers to 
whom questionnaires were sent. The process of selecting names s.nd com-
piling the group of first-year teachers to receive questionnaires is 
explained in the following paragraph. 
In Karch 1967, superintendents in the cities of Norfolk, Vir-
ginia Beach, Portsmouth, Chesapeake, Suffolk and Franklin, and the 
counties of Nansemond, Isle of '•light and Southampton were asked to 
submit to the investigator a complete list of na~es and addresses of 
all first-year teachers with zero years of teaching experience. All 
superintendents from the above mentioned school divisions did so with 
the exception of Norfolk. !frs. Alma H. Sawyer, Statistician for the 
Norfolk Public Schools, requested that the investigator forward the 
questionnaires to her office. She distributed thmn to the specific 
teachers with a directive that they might participate in the study if 
they so desired. 
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The three hundred first-year teachers who received questionnaires 
were selected in the following manner: 
Because of the small number of first-year teachers in Suffolk, 
Franklin, Nansemond, Isle of Wight and Southa,.~pton, each first-year 
teacher received a questionnnire. Teachers were selected at random 
for Virginia Beach, Portsmouth and Chesapeake. This was accomplished 
by selecting every third teacher from the lists submitted by the super-
intendents. Cnly fifty questionnaires were distributed to Nor.folk 
because of the nethod of distribution selected by that school divis:i.on. 
It was requested by the investigator that the questionnaires be dis-
tributed to at least five of the lareer schools in Norfolk. 
Of the three hundred first-year teachers receiving the question-
naire, two hundred and five, or 68.33 per cent, returned it. Table I 
shows the distribution of first-year teachers by school division and 
the outgo of questionnaires by school division. Since no distinction 
was made between school divisions, it was impossible to show returning 
questionnaires by school division. 
~'Uestionnaires were mailed April 21,, 1967, sufficiently near the 
end of the school year so that respondents could base their report on 
all or almost all of one full year of experience. 
II. M~THOJS PJD TECHNIQUES 
The descriptive research method and technique was used in this 
investigation. Meanings were developed as a result of classifying, 
analyzing and interpreting data concerning the first-year teacher's 
11 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF OUTGO AND RETURN OF \~UESTIONNAIRES 
Number of 
Beginning l]uestionnaires Questionnaires 
School Division Teachers Sent Out Returned 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Su.ff olk 7 .87 7 2.33 
Franklin 7 .87 7 2.33 
Norfolk 220 27.30 50 16.67 
Portsmouth 86 10.67 28 9.33 
Chesapeake 126 15.63 14.00 
Virginia Beach 290 35.98 96 32.00 
Nansemond 38 4.71 38 12.67 
Isle of Wight 20 2.48 20 6.67 
Southa.'lllpton 12 1.49 12 4.oo 
Total 806 100% 300 100% 205 68.J.3 
12 
professional status, continuation of professional training, membership 
in professional organizations, job satisfaction, instructional difficul-
ties, and desire to continue in the teaching profession, as well as the 
employment procedures of his employer. Data which were analyzed and 
interpreted were acquired as matter-of-fact opinion and were subjective 
in the case of each first-year teacher. Various conclusions could be 
made as to prepared, partially prepared and unprepared. first-year 
teachers. It should be stated that the purpose of the study was not 
to provide predetermined results of what should be the case in regard 
to first-year teachers. 
Measures. Data were interpreted. and analyzed by the use of the 
chi square statistic and percentages. Chi square was used in the 
analysis of contingency tables as a test for independence. This statis-
tic provided a basis for judging whether differences were likely or 
unlikely to be a result of chance factors associated with the sampling 
of the prepared, partially prepared and unprepared teacher.3 
Percentage tables were included in the study to detennine to 
what extent differences existed among prepared, partially prepared and 
unprepared teachers and to show relationships among the three groups of 
teachers. 
Grouping procedures. ~ihen first-year teachers returned the 
3N. H. Downie arrl R. w. Heath, Dasie Statistical i·'iethods (New 
York: Harper and flow,, Publishers, 1965), pp~ 160-65. 
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questionnaires, three master sheets were prepared for the purpose or 
dividing first-year teachers into three basic groups, namely, prepared, 
partially prepared and unprepared teachers. The three groups are 
described in detail in the paragraphs which follow. 
Prepared teachers were first-year ele~entary teachers who had 
taken at least eighteen semester hours in professional education and 
psychology courses including student teaching and first-year high school 
teachers wtlo had taken at least fifteen semester hours of the same; 
100 per cent of the teachers in this category held the collegiate pro-
fessional certificate. 
Professional education and psychology requirements for these 
teachers are described below in general areas of study. 
Area I z Hu.man Growth and Development 
Area II: Principles of Instruction and Organization o! Sub-
ject Content and lfaterials 
Area III: Student Teaching 
Area I gives the applicant some understanding of the physical, 
emotional, intellectual, and social development of children. This 
area should establish knowledge of the learning process and its 
relation to maturity levels of children. It should involve obser-
vation and a variety of the experiences of children either in or 
out of school. 
The following courses should contribute to the understanding 
and basic skills required in this area: Educational ~sychology, 
Child Psychology, Adolescent l·sychology, and Human Growth and 
Development. Other courses in human growth and development may 
make a contribution. General Psychology is regarded as pa.rt of 
general education and not a professional education course. 
Area II contributes to the development of an understanding of 
and skills required in planning, using, and evaluating classroom 
procedures; and in the selection, organization, and use of subject 
content and materials. 
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Requirements in Area II include a course, at either the elemen-
tary or the secondary level or both, such as Curriculum and Teach-
ing, Principles of Education, or School Practice. 
Area III embodies the requirement in student teaching which 
represents the application and extension of the principles ac-
quired in all types of college courses. A total of not less than 
a hundred clock houra must be allotted to this course, at least 
sixty of' which shall be given to actual teaching. The experience 
must be in a public school or in a school approved for student 
teaching.4 
Partially prepared teachers were first-year teachers who had 
taken at least nine semester hours of professional education and psy-
chology courses but had not done student teaching; 100 per cent of the 
teachers in this category held the collegiate certificate. Require-
ments for this certificate are described in the paragraph which follows: 
The holder of the collegiate certificate may have this certi-
ficate raised to the Collegiate Frofessional upon canpleting 
satisfactorily two years of teaching and nine semester hours of 
professional education. The nine semester hours stould be dis-
tributed in areas I and II with not less than three semester 
hours in each. 5 
Unprepared teachers were first-year teachers who had taken less 
than nine semester hours 0f professional education and psychology 
courses and had had no stu.dent teaching. If the teacher had taken any 
professional education and psychology courses, the courses could be 
selected from Areas I and II; 91.30 per cent of the teachers in this 
group held the collegiate certificate and 8.70 per cer.t held the special 
license. 
4virginia State Board of Education, Revised Certification ~­
lations !or Teachers, Vol. 49 (Richmond, Virginia: State Department 
or Educati'On, 1967), p. 3. 
' 
Ibid., p. 5. 
-
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The grouping of teachers for the study is presented in Table II. 
It will ce noted that the group designations of teachers were prepared, 
partially prepared and unprepared according to the number of semester 
hours of professional education and psychology courses completed by the 
individual teacher while in college. 
TABLE II 
GROUPINGS IN STUDY OF BIDINNING TEACHEP..S 
BY PROFESSIONAL PHE?ARATION 
Professional Preparation Number of 
Teachera 
l 2 
Prepared 157 
Partially Prepared 25 
Unprepared 23 
Total 205 
Percentage of 
Teachers 
3 
76.59 
12.19 
11.22 
100.00 
It is noted from Table II that of the 205 teachers who reported, 
157 or 76.59 per cent were prepared teachers, 25 or 12.19 per cent were 
partially prepared teachers, and 23 or 11.22 per cent were unprepared 
teachers. 
III. TEE IHSTRt.i1':ENT 
Pertinent information which was used in 11A Regional Study of 
First-Year Teachers as a Keans of Interpreting Certain Elements of Job 
Preparation Leading to Continuation in the Teaching .?rofession" was 
obtained from a questionnaire devised by the investigator. There were 
twenty-seven items on the questionnaire which required yes and no 
answers, fill-in the blanks, ratings, or check the correct answers. 
The usefulness and validity of the questionnaire was established by 
several stated means which are as follows: 
1. A review of textbooks and research studies dealing with 
first-year teachers. 
2. A conference with an administrator in public school admin-
istration. 
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3. An evaluation of the instrument by ten professional teachers 
who gave their opinions concerning the questionnaire. 
Reliabilitz. The reliability of the instrument depended to a 
large extent on the truthfulness and correctness with which the indivi-
dual teacher filled in the questionnaire. As an additional check of 
reliability, questions four and six were repaat items worded different 
ways. In question four teachers were asked to check which of the fol-
lowing degrees they held: 
1. Bachelor's Degree 
2. Master's Degree 
3. Doctor's Degree 
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4. None 
In question six, teachers were asked to circle yes or no if they 
had received their degree. There was a 100 per cent correlation be-
tween these two questions. 
Background data. The various groupings of teachers were compared 
on certain of the items on the questionnaire to check the success of 
classifying teachers into groups of prepared, partially prepared and 
unprepared. These items were as follows: 
taken? 
1. 1'1hat was the type of degree held? 
2. v1bat was the name of the undergraduate college? 
J. What was the type of Virginia Teaching Certificate held? 
4. Was the college degree received? 
S. were education and psychology courses taken in college? 
6. How many semester hours of education and psychology were 
7. Was student teaching taken in college? 
Several items were included on the questionnaire to determine 
the teacher's plans for continuation of professional training and mem~ 
bership in professional organizations. These items were as follows' 
1. Have education and psychology courses been taken this school 
year? 
2. Did plans £or furthering education include summer school 
this summer, school within the next five years, night classes next 
year, or a graduate program in the future? 
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3. Did the teacher belong to the Virginia Education Association 
and National Education Association? 
The next section of items was devoted to a variety of topics 
dealing with job-satisfaction with respect to salary and social accep-
tance by community. This section also dealt with whether conflict 
existed between the teacher's philosophy and that of the principal. 
These items were as follows: 
1. Was the present salary satisfactory? 
2. Was the teacher accepted or rejected in the community in 
which he taught? 
J. Was the teacher's philosophy in conflict with the philosophy 
of the principal? 
Selection and emplO"J!!lent procedures of employer was the subject 
of interest for t~e next section. Items related to this section were 
as follows: 
l. ~bat was the method used in obtainlng first position? 
2. Was the employed teacher interviewed before leaving college? 
3. \~ere a particular school and grade promised and was this 
assignment received? 
4. Was teacher assigned to an area in which he was certified? 
The next section of the instrument was devoted to a variety of 
topics but all were related in some way to instructional difficulties 
encountered during the first year of service. 7he3e ite~~ are stated 
below: 
1. How lll'.lCb supervision or help did the teacher receive from the 
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principal, supervisor and fellow classroom teachers? 
2. How much help was needed and received by first-year teachers 
concerning: 
a. Personal qualities 
b. Disciplinary problen:.s 
c. Standa.rdl~ed test results 
d. Records and reports 
e. Variety of teaching methods 
f. Understanding and ability to get on level of above 
averace, average, and below average child. 
g. Using curriculwn guides 
h. Using comnrunity resources 
The last section of the instrument served as a climax of the 
study to show whether teachers planned to continue in the teaching pro-
fession. The following items were included in the instrument to find 
out the teacher•s plans for the futuret 
l. Does the teacher like teaching? 
2. \~hat are the plans for a second year of teaching? 
3. lriould teacher prefer some other field of work to teaching? 
h. What was the teacher's opinion as to success as a first .. 
year teacher? 
CHAPI'LTI III 
ANALYSIS A.~D INTERPRETATIONS OF DATA 
I. THE El1SIC "JATA 
The basic analysis of the data collected was in terms of the 
prepared, partially prepared and unprepared teachers. Some of the 
~uestions on the questionnaire were designed to provide information 
in order that the teachers might be grouped. Each group of teachers 
could be roughly classified on the type of degree held, type of Virginia 
teaching certificate, whether the teacher received a degree, whether 
the teacher took education and psychology courses in college, and the 
number of semester hours in education and psychology, and whether 
student teaching was taken in college. 
Table III presents a summary of professional preparation for the 
three groups of teachers. The following conclusions can be made con-
cerning each greup. 
1. Prepared Teachers. The prepared teachers were a well-quali-
fied group in terms of professional preparation. Seve~al facts in 
Table III merit special cornr~ent. All the teachers heJ:l at least a 
bachelor's degree when they entered teachine. Also, 1.91 per cent of 
the teachers held the master's degree before starting to teacl~. All 
teachers in the prepared group had taken professional education and 
psychology courses and student teaching in colletle• 1he mean for the 
number of seJ?J.ester hours in professional education a."ld psychology 
TABLE III 
smu1ft.JIRY OF F:toFFSSIONAL PilEf'P8ATION' OF THE THREE 
GROUPS 0 F '£E.ACHJI.RS 
Professional i:;reparation Groups 
:.'artially 
Prepared PreEared 
2!' G> ~ G> bJ) b.O 
...... rj ...... 
.rs J.t 'g ~ J.t 'g ~ Q) 0 (I) cu 0 Q) 
~~ 0 ~~ () f-t H Cl) Cl> 
~~ :::i.. ~o::: fl.. 
1. Type of degree: 
a. Bachelor's 154 96.09 25 100 
b. Haster 1s 3 1.91 0 0 
c. Doctor's 0 0 0 0 
d. None 0 0 0 0 
Total 157 100 25 100 
2. Type of Virginia 
Teaching Certificate 
a. Post Graduate 
?rofessional 0 0 0 0 
b. Colleeiate 
Professional 157 100 0 .0 
c. Collegiate 0 0 25 100 
d. Special License 0 0 0 0 
Total 157 100 25 100 
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UnEreEared 
b.O 0) 
.!:l ~ 
J.t 'B ~ Q) 0 (I> 
~~ e (I> 
z 0:: fl.. 
21 91.30 
0 0 
0 0 
2 a.Bo 
23 100 
0 0 
0 0 
21 91.30 
2 8.70 
23 100 
22 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Professional. Preparation Groups 
Partially 
PreEared l~re~ared Un Ere Eared 
bl) Q) tlO Cl> llO Q) 
Jl ff ~ till .;t ~ m 
J..t~ ~ J..t 'g +:> "d ~ i:: t: J..t S:: 
w 0 <ll (j) 0 Q) 
.8 8.. Q) ~ g. () .0 0. t> 0 Jo. l3 ~ 1-1 § ~ H ::I ll) ,.~ ll) IL> ;~ r.:: ~,:~ :c: '-4 ;2~ ~~ ") ...... .-~ 
3. ~Jere ::::;ducation and 
Psychology Courses 
Take~ in College? 
Yes 157 100 25 100 11 47.83 
No 0 0 0 0 12 52.17 
Total 157 100 25 100 23 100 
4. ~;as Student Teaching 
Taken in College? 
Yes 157 100 0 0 0 0 
No 0 0 25 100 23 100 
Total 157 100 25 100 23 100 
5. The Hean for Number 
of Semester Hours 
in Educatiai 30.21 16.24 2.52 
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courses was 30.21, which showed a strong background in education and 
psycholorr courses. :11th these credentials, 100 per cent of the teach-
ers in this group qualified for the collegiate professional certificate. 
The evidence at hand justified the conclusion that beginning 
teachers in the group cf prepared teachers qualified, at least in terms 
of the amount of professional preparation for teaching. 
2. Partially Prepar~ Teachers. The partially prepared teachers 
were similar to the group of prepared teachers with the exception of the 
number of semester hours in psychology and education courses and student 
teaching. All the teachers in this category held a bachelor's degree. 
Also, all teachers stated that they had taken education and psychology 
courses in college. It is noted from Table III that the mean for this 
group is only 16.24 semester hours as compared with 30.21 semester hours . 
for the group or prepared teachers. This means that prepared teachers 
took almost tvdce as many semester hours in education and psychology 
courses a~ partially prepared teachers. Also, none of the teachers in 
this group took student teaching. '.fith these credentials, 100 per cent 
of the teachers classified as partially prepared qualified for the col-
legiate teaching certificate. 
The evidence from the preceding paragraphs shows that the par-
. tially prepared teacher was not as well qualified as the prepared 
teacher in tenns of professional preparation for beginning teaching. 
3. Unprepared Teachers. Table III shows that 91.)0 per cent of 
the unprepared teachers held the bachelor's degree when they entered 
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teaching. Only 8. 70 per cent of this group had no degree. Many unpre-
pared teachers, 47.83 per cent, took psychology and education courses in 
college while 52.17 per cent of these teachers took no psychology and 
education courses. It should be pointed out that the mean for the num-
ber of sa~ester hours for psychology and education courses was only 2.52 
semester hours; also, none of these teachers took student t~aching in 
college. With credentials of this nature, 91.30 per cent of the teach-
ers qualified for the collegiate certificate and 8.70 per cent qualified 
for the special license certificate. 
The preceding surnmary justified the statement that this group of 
teachers was unprepared for teaching in terms of the amount of profes-
sional preparation required. 
II. CONTINUATIGri OF FIDFESSIONAL TRAINING 
lfore evidence regarding the professional attitude of first-year 
teachers could be obtained from their plans for continuation of pro-
fessional training. .Oeginning teachers wer·e 1 therefore, asked whether 
they had taken education and psychology courses this school year (1966-
67 ~, and whether plans for .furthering education included summer school 
this sul'ilnler (1967), summer school within the next five years (1967-71), 
night classes next year (1967-68), or a graduate program in the future. 
Education and psychology ccnrses taken El teachers ~ school 
year (1966-§1). In Table IV a chi square contingency table is set up 
to test the significance of the difference among the frequencies in 
Group 
1 
Prepared 
Partially 
Prepared 
Unprepared 
Total 
TABLE IV* 
EDUCAHON AND PSYCHOLOGY CDtm.SES TAK'.:.oN BY TEACHERS 
THIS SCHOOL YEAR (1966-67) 
Have you taken education and psychology 
courses this school year (1966-67)? 
Yes No 
Of Ef or Ef 
2 3 4 5 
21 (26.04) 136 (130.96) 
5 ( 4.15) 20 ( 20.85) 
8 ( 3.81) 15 ( 19.19) 
34 171 
df : 2 
x2 observed= 8.71 
x2 .05 = 5.99 
25 
Total 
6 
157 
25 
23 
205 
*The follow.i.ng statistical symbols will be used for all chi 
square tables in the study: x2 (chi square), Of (observed frequencies), 
Ef (expected frequencies), and df (degrees of freedom). 
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the groups of teachers takine education and psychology courses this 
school year (1966-67). The computed value for x2 was 8.71 which ex-
ceeded the value of x2 at the five per cent level of significance. The 
hypothesis that there was no significant difference among the three 
groups of teachers taking education and psychology courses this school 
year was rejected. Table v, which pr~sents by groups the fercentages 
of teachers who took education and psychology course~reveals that the 
partially prepared and unprepared teachers were more likely to take 
these courses than the prepared teachers during the first year Of 
teaching. These results were expected because prepared teachers had 
already taken these courses in college. 
TABLE V 
Pl:JW.EiN1'A01!. OF FIHST-YEAR TEACHf:JlS TAKING I·~DUC.ATION AND 
PSYCHOLOGY COUESJ!S DuRlNG SCHOOL SESSION 1966-67 
Group 
Have you taken education and psychology 
courses this school year (1966-67)? 
Yes No Total 
l 2 J 4 
frepared 13.38% 86.62% 100/6 
Partially Prepared 20.00% 80.00% 100% 
Unprepared 34.78% 65.22% 100% 
Plans to attend summ0r school 1967. Table VI contains the re-
sults of chi square for the three groups of teachers who planned to 
attend sum.~er school this sumner (1967). Results here were again sig-
nificant at the 5 per cent level. Table VII, which shows percentages, 
reveals results similar to Table V. Very few prepared teachers felt a 
need to go to SUJTL~er school this sumner when compared with the per-
centage of partially prepared and unprepared teachers, because .the 
f or:ner group of teacher~ had taken the required education and psy-
chology courses in college.· 
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Plans to ~ nir,ht classes ~ year (1967-§~). A chi square 
table is established in Table VIII to show differences among the three 
groups of teachers in regard to plans for taking night classes next 
year (1967-68). ~iith x2 computed at 2.93, results werl9 not significant 
at the five ~er cent level. From these results there were indications 
that the desire and interest a.11ong the tr..ree csroups of te&che~s was 
about the sa.11e. 
Plans to attend swmr.er school within~~~ years. The 
results of Table IX, which is a chi s.:1uare contingency table, reveal 
that there was no significant difference among the three groups of 
teachers who planned to attend summer school within the next five years. 
As is revealed in Table VIII, the desire ani interest among the teachers 
was about the same. 
Plans~ enroll~! graduate program!!!.~ future. The 
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TABLE VI 
PLANS TO ATTEND Stl·fri.ER SCHJOL THIS SUlvNER (1967) 
Group I plan to attend suinmer school this su~~~er. 
Yes No Total 
or Ef' Of Et 
1 2 .3 4 5 6 
Prepared 28 (L0.59) 129 (116.41) 157 
Partially 
( 6.46) Prepared 11 14 ( 18.54) 25 
Unprepared 14 ( 5.95) 9 ( 17.05) 23 
Total 53 152 205 
df = 2 
x2 observed = 24.29 
x2 .o, = 5.99 
Group 
l 
Prepared 
TABLl~ VII 
Pl7.CI;NTAGE OF !EACHEHS PLANNING TO ATTEND 
SU'.·:;"~~'1 SCHJOL THIS SU:1HER (1967) 
I plan to attend summer echool this 
Yes No 
2 3 
17 .~3% 82.17% 
Partially Prepared 4L.OO% $6.00% 
Unprepared 60.87% 39.13% 
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sum.iler. 
Total 
4 
100% 
100% 
100% 
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TABLE VIII 
PLANS TO TAKE NIGh'T CLAS3ES NEXT YEA.t\ {1967-68) 
Group I plan to take night classes next yeax. 
Yes No Total Of Ef or Ef 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepared 49 (5.3.61) 108 (103.39) 157 
Partially 
Prepared 10 ( 8.54) 15 ( 16.46) 25 
Unprepared 11 ( 7.85) 12 ( 15.15) 23 
Total 70 135 20.5' 
d.f • 2 
x2 observed = 2.90 
x2 .05 : 5.99 
TABLE IX 
PLANS TO ATTEND SUl't·lER SCHOOL WITHIN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS 
(1966-71) . 
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Group I plan to attend summer school within the next five 
years. 
Yes No Total 
Of Et Of E£ 
1 2 .3 4 5 6 
Prepared 107 (101.09) 50 (55.91) 157 
Partially 
' 
Prepared 12 ( 16 .. 10) 1.3 ( 8.90) 25 
Unprepared 1.3 ( 14.81) 10 ( 8.19) 23 
Total 1.32 13 205 
di' :2 
x2 observed = s.05 
x2 .05 = 5.99 
hypothesis that is established in Table X reveals that there was no 
significant difference among the three groups of teachers who planned 
to enroll in a graduate program in the future. The canputed value ot 
x2 was l.19J therefore, the hypothesis was accepted. Once again, the 
stated results of Table II can be applied here. 
Early membership in professional organizations at the local, 
state, and national level is almost universalJ.3' recommended by those 
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who have written extensively on the orientation of the beginning teacher. 
In such organizations, the first-year teacher gets to know his fellow 
workers, becomes informed with regard to trends and developments in the 
teaching profession, and learns about the current public issues with 
which educators at all levels must deal. 
Tables XI, XII, and XIII present chi square tables that were set 
up to test differences among the three groups of teachers in regard to 
membership in the local teachers' association, the VirgL"lia Education 
Association, and the National Education i.ssociaticn. 
A computed value for x2 of 5.56 is found in Table IX. At the 
five per cent level of significance, it was found that there were no 
major differences among the groups of teachers belonging to the local 
teachers' association. 0£ the two hundred and five respondents, a 
hundred and eighty-one, or 88.29 per cent, stated they belonged to their 
local teachers' association. 
With regard to membership in the Virginia Education Association 
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TABLE X 
PLANS TO ENROLL IN A GRADUATE PROGRl>U,1 IN THE FUTUEE 
Group I plan to enroll in a graduate program in the future. 
Yes No· Total 
Of E£ or E.t: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepared 100 (97.26) 57 (59.74) 157 
Partially 
Prepared 15 (15.49) 10 ( 9.51) 25 
Unprepared 12 (lL.2$) ll < a. 15> 23 
Total 127 78 205 
d.t: • 2 
x2 observed = 1.19 
x
2 
.05 = 5.99 
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TABLE XI 
NF1>1BEF.SHIP IN THE LOCAL TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 
Group Do you belong to the local teachers association? 
Yes No Total 
Of Ef Of Ef 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepared 1L3 (138.62) 14 (18.JB) 157 
Partially 
( 22.07) ( 2.93) Prepared 19 6 25 
Unprepared 19 { 20.31) 4 { 2.69) 2.3 
Total 181 24 205 
df = 2 
x2 observed = 5.56 
x2 .OS = 5.99 
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TABLE XII 
~'lEHBERSHIP IN THE VIRGINIA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
Group Do you belong to the Virginia Education Association? 
Yes No Total 
O! E£ Of Ef' 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepared 142 (137.85) 15 (19.1$) 157 
Partially 
Prepared 18 ( 21.95) 1 ( .3.05) 25 
Unprepared 20 ( 20.20) 3 ( 2.80) 2.3 
Total 180 25 205 
elf = 2 
x2 observed: 1.00 
x2 .05 : 5.99 
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TABLE XIII 
M.E:'iBEHSHIP IN THE NATIONAL EDUCATION AS .. ,OCIATION 
Group Do you belong to the National 1ducation Association? 
Yes No Total 
Of Ef O:f Ei' 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepared 106 (94.97) 51 (6~.03) 157 
Partially 
( 9.88) Prepared 7 (1$.12) 18 25 
Unprepared 11 (13.91) 12 ( 9.09) 23 
Total 124 81 205 
di' = 2 
x2 observed • 15.81 
x2 .05 • 5.99 
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and National Education Association, Tables XII and XIII show results 
different from Table XI. At a computed value of 7.00 at the 5 per cent 
level of significance, Table XII shows significant difference among the 
three groups of teachers who belonged to the Virginia Education Associa-
tion. Table XIII shows a computed value of 15.81 at the 5 per cent 
level of significance which meant that there was a difference among the 
groups of teachers who belonged to the National Education Association. 
Table XIV shows the percentage of teachers by groups that be-
longed to the Virginia Education .Association and National Education 
Association. In spite of the advantages of membership in these organi-
zations, the percentages for all groups are rather low; h~dever, the 
data reveals that more prepared teachers belonged to the organizations 
than partially prepared teachers. This table also reveals that par-
tially prepared teachers showed less interest in professional organi-
zations than the other two groups. 
III. JOB SATISFACTlON l-IITH RESPECT TO SALARY, SOCIAL 
ACCEF'l'AUCE BY CO~<friUNITY, AND COUFOR.lilTY 
TO THE fiULOSOFHY OF TliE PRIHCIPAL 
Satisfaction with the position is an important factor which may 
affect continued employment of the beginning teacher. ~•ith respect to 
job satisfaction, teachers were asked whether they were satisfied with 
their present salary, whether they had been accepted or rejected by the 
community in which they were teaching, and whether their ideas and philo-
sophy of education conflicted with their principal 1s ideas and philosophy 
of education. 
Group 
1 
Frepared 
Partially 
Prepared 
Unprepared 
J8 
TABLE XIV 
P::!'.ECENTAGE OF Fll~':lT YEAR TEACiiE1l5 ~·:HO Ef.Lot-:GED TO THE 
VIRGINIA ED'GCATION ASSOCIATION AND THE NATIONAL 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
Percentage of First-Year Teachers who .Belonged 
to: 
Virginia National 
Education Education 
Association Asaociation 
Yes No Yes No 
2 3 4 5 
90.45 9.55 67.$2 .32.48 
72.00 28.00 28.00 72.00 
86.96 13.04 47.8.3 52.17 
.39 
Salary. Table XV is set up to show that there were significant 
differences among the three groups of teachers in regard to satisfaction 
with present salary. \~ith x2 computed at 1.67 at the 5 per cent level 
of significance, the hypothesis was rejected. Only sixty-four, or 33.65 
per cent, of the teachers said they were satisfied with their present 
salary, while one hundred and t~irty-six, or 66.34 per cent, said they 
were not satisfied. Table XVI shows the mean salary for beginning 
teachers with a Bachelor's degree to be {'4,866.66. 
Since the preceding figures revealed that teachers in general 
were dissatisfied with their present salary, a chi square table was set 
up to evaluate the difference betw€en single and married teachers. 
Table XVII shows a computed value of 4.39 at the five per cent level of 
significance. This exceeded the value of x2 and meant that there was a 
significant difference in salary between single and married teachers. 
Social acceptance El the community. The field of educational 
literature has emphasized the importance of beginning teachers becoming 
quickly adjusted to the community in which they start their careers. If 
a beginning teacher was not accepted by the community in which he 
taught, he would soon become discouraged about his position. In order 
to indicate whether teachers had established rapport with the community, 
they were asked whether they felt accepted or rejected by the community 
in which they taught. Table XVIII reveals that almost all teachers felt 
accepted in the community in which they taught. Only eight of the two 
hundred and five resporxlents felt rejected by the co.m..~unity. 
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TABLE J..'V 
SATISFACTION WITH PRESENT SALARY 
Group Are you satisfied with your present salary? 
Yes No Total 
or Et' Of Ef 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepared 54 (52.84) 103 (104.16) 1.57 
Partially 
Prepared 6 < e.41) 19 ( 16.59) 25 
Unprepared 9 ( 7.7~;) 14 ( 15.25) 23 
-
Total 69 136 205 
df. 2 
x2 observed • 1.67 
x2 .05 = 5.99 
TABLE XVI 
SAL1\RIES OF Bill INNING TEACHERS WITH BACHELOR'S DEGREES 
BY SCHOOL DIVISION 
School Division Salary 
1 2 
Norfolk ~j 4,800.00 
Portsmouth 5,000.00 
Chesapeake 5,000.00 
Virginia Beach 4,Boo.oo 
Suffolk 4,900.00 
Nansemond 4,800.00 
Franklin 4,900.00 
Isle of Wight 5,000.00 
Southampton 4,600.00 
Mean 4,866.66 
Group 
l 
Single 
Married 
Total 
TABLE XVII 
SATISFACTION WITH PRESENT SALARY 
L2 
Are you satisfied with your present salary? 
Yes No Total 
or Ef Of Ef 
2 3 4 6 6 
37 (29.96) 5'2 ($9.04) 89 
32 (39.04) 84 (76.96) 116 
69 1.36 205 
df .. l 
x
2 
observed = 4.39 
x2 .05 = ,3.84 
Group 
1 
Prepared 
Partially 
Prepared 
Unprepared 
TABLE XVIII 
F.i;,RC:~UTAGE OF TEAC!-lLl~ bY GP..Ol!fS hHO :E'l:.:11' ACC1PTl::D 
OR REJECTED BY CO'.>il·WNITY 
Accepted Rejected 
2 
.3 
97 .45% 2.55% 
92.00% 8.00% 
91.30% B.70% 
43 
Total 
L 
100% 
100% 
100% 
Conforming ~ the philosophy of the principal. In order to 
determine whether any conflicting educational ideas and philosophy 
existed between teacher and principal, teachers were asked whether they 
had encountered any conflicting ideas and philosophy they had formed 
while in college with that of the ideas and philosophy of their princi-
pal. Table XIX reveals the dif i'erences amo:ig the three groups of teach-
ers with regard to the preceding statement. ~Ii th a computed value of 
x2 at 1.18, it was determined that there was no basic distinction a..~ong 
the three groups of teachers. 
IV. SELECTION AND EMPLOYMENT .PhOCEDURES OF KlPLOY.ER 
How did the various groups of first-year teachers obtain their 
first teaching position? Did the school divisions that employed the 
various groups of teachers in-cerview them before they left college? 
Were a particular school and grade promised and was this assigrunent 
received? ~:ere the members of the various groups assigned to an area 
in which they were certified? Jid the ochool divisions in the regional 
study obtain prepared teachers from colleges in Virginia or other 
states? These questions were presented for study in this section. 
Method 2£ getting first teaching position. Table XX presents 
the results for the method that the various groups of teachers used to 
obtain their first teaching position. The computed value of x2 was 
14,371 which was significant at the 5 per cent level. Table XXI, which 
presents the percentage of teachers by groups according to the method 
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TABLE XIX 
CONFORHITY TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE PRINCIPAL 
Group Have you encountered any conflicting ideas and 
philosophies you had formed while in college with 
the ideas and philosophy of your principal? 
Yes No Total 
Of Ef 0£ Et 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepared 92 (88.84) 65 (68.16) 157 
Partially (1L.1S) (l0.85) 25 Prepared 13 12 
Unprepared 11 (1,3.01) 12 ( 9.99) 23 
Total ll6 89 205 
df • 2 
.,!2. nbserved = l.18 
x2 .05 = 5.99 
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TABLE XX 
HETHOD OF Oh'I'AINING FIRST POSITION 
Group .Flacement l'ersonal Commercial Some 
Agency of Applica- EJ-:iployment Ct her 
Coller:e ti on Agency ;~ay 
Of Ef or Ef Of Ef Of Ef 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Prepared 36 (33.69) llh (114.88) 0 (2.31) 7 (6.12) 
Partially 
I'repared 3 ( 5.37) 20 ( 18.29) 1 ( .J6) l ( .98) 
Unprepared 
' 
( 4.94) 16 ( 16.83) 2 ( .33) 0 ( • 90) 
'.rotal 44 150 3 8 
df :: 6 
x
2 o~served = 14.37 
x2 .05 = 12.59 
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l'ABL:'.: X.XI 
Group Per Cent of Teachers Getting Jobs Through 
flacement .ter·sonal Com."llercial Some 
Agency of ApplicA.- Z.'Tlployment Other '.l'otal 
College ti on Agency ,.,ay 
1 2 .3 4 ~ 6 
Prepared 22.93% 72.617~ 0% 4.46% 100% 
Partially 
Prepared 12.00 80.00 4.00 4.oo 100 
Unprepared 21.74 69.56 8.70 0 100 
used in obtaining a teaching position, reveals that prepared teachers 
were more likely to use the placement aeency of their college and per-
sonal application, whereas, partially prepared and unprepared teachers 
depended mostly on personal application, placement agency of college 
and commercial enployment agencies. 
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Inte:rnEws before college t:raduation. Table ;::nr sho·_.;s the dif-
ferences among the various groups of teachers who were interviewed 
before they were graduated from colleee. The computed value for x2 was 
17.Ll+, which exceeded the value of x2 at the five per cent level of 
significance. In TablA Ali.III, the percentages of the various groups 
of teachers interviewed before college graduatio~ show that twice as 
many prepared teachers were interviewed as partially prepared or unpre-
pared teachers. 
Promise of ! pnrticular school ~ grade level ~ subject field 
at ~ of ~mployment. Table XXIV presents the results of a c:bi square 
contingency table for the tra-ee eroups of teachers who were promised a 
particular school and grade level or subject field at the time of em-
ployment. \Jith x2 computed at 1.66, reoults were not significant at 
the 5 per cent level of significance. l'able :·~XV reveals that a larger 
percentage of unprepared teachers were promised a. particular school and 
grade level or subject field at the ti.me of employment than were pre-
pared and partially prepared teachers. 
Group 
1 
Prepared 
Partially 
Prepared 
Unprepared 
Total 
TABLE XXII 
IN"l'ERVIEWS BEFORE COLLEGE GRADUATION 
BY E1f'LOYDJG SCHOOL DIVISIONS 
L9 
Were you interviewed before leaving college by the 
school system you are presently employed in as a 
teacher? 
Yes No Total 
Of Ef Of Ef 
2 3 4 !) 6 
93 (80.41) 64 (76 .. 59) 157 
7 (12.80) 18 (12.20) 25 
5 (11.79) 18 (11.21) 23 
105 100 205 
df = 2 
x2 observed= 17.L.4 
x2 .OS = 5.99 
TAELE XXIII 
PERCENTAGE OF FIHST YEAR TEACHERS 1NTI:~RVI1.,.1ED DEFOI;.E COLLEGE 
GRADC'ATION .bY E1PL'JYING SCEOOL DIVISIONS 
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Group i·fore you interviewed before leaving college by 
employing school division? 
Yes No Total 
l 2 3 4 
Prepared 59.24% Lo.16% 100% 
Partially Prepared 28.00 72.00 100 
Unprepared 21.74 78.26 100 
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TABLE XXIV 
PROMISE OF ASSIGlfl~EWT OF FIRST TIAR TEACEERS TO SPECI:!'IC POSITION 
Group \fore you promised a specific job? 
Yes No Total 
Of Et 0£ Ef 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepared 126 (27.90) 31 (29.10) 157 
Partially 
(20 •. 37) ( 4.63) Prepared 20 5 25 
Unprepared 21 (18.?J) 2 ( 4.27) 23 
Total 167 38 205 
df = 2 
x
2 
observed = 1.66 
x2 .05 : 5.99 
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TABLE XXV 
PERCENTAGE OF FIRST-YEAR TEACrJ~RS PH.CTI ISED A SPECIFIC FOSITION 
Group Percentage of First-Year Teachers i)romised and 
Not Promised a Specific Job 
.i~romised 1~ot Promised Total 
1 2 3 4 
?re pared 80.25% 19.75% 100% 
Partially Prepared ao.oo 20.00 100 
Unprepared 91.30 8.70 100 
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Assignment to ~ particular school and grade level E!. subject 
field ~ ~ promised !!:, ~ t:L~e of emplo;yment. Table XXVI presents 
the results for the three groups of teachers that received the assign-
ment that they were promised at the time of employment. As in Table 
XXIV, results were not significant at the 5 per cent level. Table XXVII 
gives the percentages for the three groups of teachers who received the 
assignment that they were promised at the ti.ine of employment. The per-
centa5es in this table are very significant when compared with those in 
Table XXV. A comparison of these tables reveals that more unprepared 
teachers did not receive the assignment that they were promised at the 
time of employment than partially prepared or prepared teachers. 
Teaching !.!':! unlicensed fields. Table XXVIII presents the dif· 
ferences among thP. groups of teachers assigned to teach in an area in 
which they were certified.. The computed value of x2 was 21.99, which 
was significant at the 5 per cent level. Table XXIX shows the per-
centage of teachers by groups who were assigned to an area in which they 
were certified. This table reveals that the more preparation a teacher 
had, the more likely the assignment would be in an area in which he was 
certified. 
Teachers obtained ~ Virginia colleges. Table XXX is set up 
to show by percentages where school divisions obtained the various 
groups of teachers. This table reveals that the better prepared teach-
ers were obtained from colleges located in Virginia. Also, a larger 
TABLE XXVI 
FIRST YEAR TEACHEP..S ~-JHO RECEIVED THE JOB THAT \:VAS PROMISED 
BY EMPLOYER 
Group Did you receive the job you were promised? 
Yes No 
Of Ef Of Ef 
1 2 .3 4 5 
Prepared 112 (107.89) 14 (18.11) 
Partially 
Prepared 16 ( 17.13) 4 ( 2.87) 
Unprepared 15 ( 17.87) 6 ( J.13) 
Total 143 24 
d.f = 2 
x2 observed = s.04 
x2 .o5 = 5.99 
Total 
6 
126 
20 
21 
167 
TABLE XXVII 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS 1:,1-IO P.ECEIVED THF. TL.ACHING hSSIGK\fENT 
PROMISED 
Group Did you receive the job you were promised? 
I-Jere not 
Yes No Promlsed 
1 2 3 4 
Prepared 71.34% 8.91% 19.75% 
Partially 
Prepared 64.00 16.00 20.00 
Unprepared 65.21 26.09 8.70 
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Total 
5 
100% 
100 
100 
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TABLE XXVIII 
ASSIGNNENT TO Al'J Ul'ILICENSED FIELD 
Group Are you as signed to an area in which you are certi-
fied? 
Yes No 
Total 
or E.f or E.f 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepared lLl (132.49) 16 (2h.51) 157 
Partially 
( 21.10) ( 3.90) Prepared 20 5 25 
Unprepared 12 ( 19.Ll) 11 ( 3.59) 23 
Total 17.3 32 205 
df = 2 
x2 observed = 21.99 
x2 .05 = 5.99 
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TAoLE XXIX 
PERCEHTi1.G:E OF TLACHEFi.S ASSIG~foD TO AN UNLICENSED FIELD 
Group Are you assigned to an area in which you are 
certified? 
Yes No Total 
l 2 3 4 
Prepared 89.81% 10.19% 100% 
Partially Prepared 80.00 20.00 100 
Unprepared 52.17 47.83 100 
TAbLE Y:t..X 
PERCENTAGE 01" TI!.ACHERS OBTAIHED 'iiHO GR/..DUATED F1Kf..1 COLLE:GE 
IN vrnGINIA ANO 0TI£2:R STATES 
Group Teachers obtained from colleges in: 
Virginia Other States 
1 2 3 
Prepared .59.24% 40. 76J~ 
Partially Prepared Lh.oo 56.oo 
Unprepared 43.48 56.52 
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Total 
4 
100% 
100 
100 
percentage of partially prepared and unprepared teachers obtained from 
colleges outside Virginia. This might be explained by the fact that 
states have different requirements for teacher certification. 
V. INSTRUCTIONAL PROBLEMS OF FIHST-YEAR TEACHEHS 
This section was devoted to the problems teachers encountered 
during their first year of service. All respondents were asked to 
report how much·help they received from building principals, super-
visors and fellow classroom teachers. Considerable information was 
obtained on the types of help first-year teachers needed and actually 
received. 
Sources!!! helE• In order to determine how much help was 
obtained from principals, supervisors and fellow classroom teachers, 
teachers were given four possible answers for each source of help: 
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"much help1 11 "some help, 11 "little help, 11 or "no help. 11 Tables XX.XI, 
XXXIII and Xll"V consist of chi square contingency tables to test the 
significance or the differences among the frequencies in the groups of 
teachers receiving help from.principals, supervisors and fellow class-
room teachers. Tables XX.XI and XXXIII reveal no significant difference 
at the 5 per cent level a~ong the groups of teachers receiving help from 
principals and supervisors. Table XXXV reveals that there were signi-
ficant differences with regard to help received from fellow classroom 
teachers. 
Tables XXXII1 XXXIV, and XXXVI present the percentages of teachers 
TABLE XXXl 
AMOUNT OF HELP RECEIVED .BY FIHS'i'-YEAR TEACliEP..S FROM PH.lNClPAL 
g 
TABLE XX.XII 
PERGENTN}E OF HELP fil:CEIVED JlROM PRINCIPAL 
Group Percentage of teachers reporting various amounts of help 
':1uch Some Little No 
Help Help Eelp Help 
l 2 3 4 5 
Prepared 34.39% 36.94% 18.48% l0.19;~ 
Partially Prepared 28.00 44.00 12.00 16.oo 
Unprepared 26.09 17.39 L.3.48 13.04 
All Respondents 32.68 35.61 20.49 11.22 
Total 
6 
100% 
100 
100 
100 
°' t...J 
TABLE XXXIII 
AHOUNT OF HELP RECEIVED BY FIRST-YF..AR TEACHERS FOOH SUPERVISORS 
Group Amount of help received: 
Huch Some Little None 
Of Lf Of Ef Of Ef Of Ef 
1 2 .3 4 5 6 1 8 9 
Prepared 27 (26.80) lJ. (L3.65) 41 09.8.3) 45 (h6.72) 
Partially 
Prepared 4 ( 4.27) 7 ( 6.95) 8 ( 6.3L) 6 ( 7.44) 
Unprepared 4 ( 3.93) 6 ( 6.40) 3 ( 5.83) 10 ( 6.84) 
Total 35 57 52 61 
df SI 6 
x2 observed=· 3.75 
x 2 .05 • 12.59 
Total 
10 
157 
25 
23 
-
205 
°' I'\) 
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TABLE XXXIV 
PERCENTAGE OF HELP RECEIVED FR.0!1 SUFlRVISORS 
Group Percent of Teachers Reporting Various Amounts of 
Help Received 
Huch Some Little No 
Help Help Help Help Total 
1 2 .. 4 5 6 .) 
Prepared 17.20% 28.02% 26.12% 28.66% 100% 
Partially 
Prepared 16.00 28.00 32.00 24.00 100 
Unprepared 17.39 26.09 13.04 43.49 100 
All Respondents 17.07 27.80 25.37 29.76 100 
TABLE XXXV 
Ai'WUNT OF HELP RECEIVED BY FIRST-YE.AH TEACHERS FROM FELLOW CLASSROOM TEACHERS 
I 
Group Amount of help received: 
Huch Some Little None 
or Ef Of Ef or · Ef Of Ef 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Prepared 76 (68.16) 53 ($6.67) 18 (20.68) 1.0 (ll.49) 
Partially 
Prepared 6 (l0.85) 15 { 9.03) 2 { 3.29) 2 { l.8J) 
Unprepared 1 { 9.99) 6 { 8.30} 7 ( 3.03) 3 ( 1.68) 
Total 89 74 27 15 
di' :: 6 
x2 observed = 16.09 
x2 .0.5 = 12.59 
Total 
10 
157 
25 
23 
205 
°' J:;-
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TABLE XXXVI 
PERCENTAGE OF HELP RECEIVED rnon FELLOW CLASSROOM 'fEACHE:HS 
Group Percentage or Teachers Heporting Various Amounts of 
Help Received 
Huch Some Little 
Help Help Help None Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepare::l 48.41% 33.76% u.46% 6.37% 100% 
Partially 
Prepared 24.00 60.00 e.oo a.oo 100 
Unprepared 30.43 26.09 30.43 13.05 '100 
All Respondents 43.41 J6 .. l0 13.17 7.32 100 
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by groups that received help from principals, supervisors and fellow 
classroom teachers. Table Y.XXII reveals that preps.red end partially 
prepared teachers generally received more help from principals than did 
unprepared teachers. Table XXXIV reveals that the percentages showing 
the various amounts of help from supervisors did not vary widely from 
one group of teachers to another. The results of Table XXXVI are 
si~ilar to Table XX.XII. The better prepared teachers received more 
help from fellow classroom teachers than the unprepared teachers. 
An evaluation of Tables XXY.II, n:xrv, and XXXVI reveals that all 
beeinning teachers get more help from fellow classroom teachers than 
from either principals or supervisors. 
TzPeS 2f help needed and received. For each type of help in 
Table XX.XVII, the groups of teachers were asked to check one of three 
items, which were 11none, 11 n1ittle, 11 or nsome 11 to indicate how much help 
they needed during their first year of service. They were also asked 
to check one of the same tbree items to indicate how.much help of each 
type was received. Table YJ'Jt.VII shows the distribution of responses in 
percentages. 
All responses tended to validate the need for offering to be-
ginning teachers the types of help listed, although, as the left side 
of the table:shous, there was greater need for some types than for 
others~ For instance, most teachers needed little or some help with 
handling disciplinary problems, understanding standardized test results, 
keeping and understanding all records and reports, using a variety of 
Group 
l 
?re pared 
Partially 
Unprepared 
Prepared 
Partially 
Unprepared 
Prepared 
Partially 
Unprepared 
TABLE xxxvn 
AHOUNT O? Cl!:RTAIN TYPES OF HELP NEEDED AND llf..CEIVED BY Pl0.:PA11ED, 
PARTIALLY FRT"PARED AND UNFREPA1llill FIH.ST-YEt.R 'rEACHEl?S 
Percentage of teachers Percentage of teachers 
reporting various B.."llounts Type of help reportin~ various amounts 
of help needed of help received 
None Little 0ome None Little Some 
2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 ,, 
60.51 28.03 11.46 Developing personal 75.80 lL.65 9.55 
qualities such as 
72.00 16.00 12.00 speech, composure, 76.00 a.oo 16.oo 
appearance. 
1.17 .8.3 39.1.3 13.04 78.26 13.04 8.70 
12.10 34.40 53.SO Handling disciplinary 20.38 36.31 43.31 
problems. 
8.00 36.00 56.00 12.00 ho.oo 48.00 
21.74 39.13 .39.13 26.09 47.82 26.09 
.32.48 28.03 39.49 Understanding Stan- 50.32 19.11 30.57 
dardized Teat 
)2.00 32.00 36.00 Results. 52.00 24.00 24.00 
26.09 34.78 .39.13 60.87 17.39 21.74 
°' -.l 
TABLE XXXVII (continued) 
Group Percentage of teachers 
reporting various amounts Type of help 
of help needed 
None Little Some 
1 2 3 4 5 
Prepared 24.84 32.48 42.68 Understanding the 
philosophy of the 
Partially 16.oo 52.00 32.00 school. 
Unprepared 43.48 30.43 26.09 
Prepared 14.0l 41.40 li4.59 Keeping and under-
standing all records 
Partially 28.00 32.00 40.00 and reports. 
Unprepared 34.78 4.35 60.87 
Prepared 23.56 38.22 38.22 Using a variety of 
teaching procedures 
Fartially 16.oo 24.00 60.00 and techniques. 
Unprepared 8.70 43.47 47.83 
Percentage of teachers 
reporting various amounts 
of help received 
None Little Some 
6 7 8 
40.76 29.30 29.94 
48.oo 32.00 20.00 
69.57 13.04 17.39 
17.20 43.31 39.49 
36.00 40.00 2L .• oo 
30.44 34. 78 34.78 
40.77 32.48 26.75 
36.00 36.00 28.00 
34.78 34.78 J0.44 
°' co 
TABLE XXXVII (continued) 
Group Percentage of teacners 
reporting various amounts Type of help 
of help needed 
None Little Some 
1 2 3 4 5 
Prepared 19.75 39.49 40.76 Understanding and get-
ting on the level of 
Partially 32.00 20.00 48~00 above average, average, 
and helow Rverage 
Unprepared 30.44 .'39.12 J0.44 child. 
Prepared 42.04 32.48 25.h8 Using curriculum 
guides provided f cr 
Partially 32.00 24.00 44.00 your rrade level. 
Unprepared 26.09 J0.44 43.47 
Prepared 28.03 36.30 35.67 ,faking use of com-
nmni ty reaour~es. 
Partially 36.00 28.00 36.00 
Unprepared 65.22 21.74 13.04 
Percentage of teachers 
reporting various amounts 
of help received 
Uone Little Some 
6 1 8 
47.13 31.21 21.66 
48.oo 36.00 16.oo 
52.17 21.74 26.09 
57.96 27.39 14.65 
52.00 32.00 16.00 
60.87 21.74 17.39 
49.68 31.85 18.47 
72.00 20.00 B.oo 
86.96 8.70 4.34 
°' 
"' 
TABLE XXXVII (continued) 
Group Percentage of teachers 
reporting various. amounts Type of help 
of help needed 
None Little Some 
l 2 3 4 5 
Prepared 42.04 26.12 31.84 Getting acquainted 
uith the zommunity 
Partially L4.oo 20.00 36.00 and its people. 
Unprepared (fJ.87 34.78 4.35 
Percentage of teachers 
reporting various a~ounts 
of help received 
None Little Some 
6 .., 8 , 
50.32 32.48 17.20 
60.oo 24.00 16.00 
56.52 34.78 8.70 
-.J 
0 
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teaching procedures nnd techniques, understanding a.rd gettir.g on the 
level of the abo'le average, average ani below average c'::ild and under-
standing the philosophy of the school. 
!be percentages dealing with the amount or help raceived reveal 
that the majority of !iret-year teachers are getting help, eit . .her little 
or some, with at lea.at two problems; handling disciplinary problems 
and keeping and understanding all records and reports. 
When the various groups or teachers were ~na.J.:rzed, it was found 
that parti~J.ly prepared and unprepared teachers needed more help than 
prepared teachers in using a variety of teaching procedures and tech• 
niques, using curriculu~ guidee. and understanding standardised test 
results, as would be expected. Unprepared and partially prc:yared 
teachers needed less help than prepared teachers in making use of 
community resources and gettinc acquainted with the community and its 
people. 
The percentn,qes denlinr; with the amount of help received reveal 
that the betttsr pre.?areci teachers recai ved m.ore help ths.n the unpre-
pared tcachero in almost every ca tep:ory. 
There is anothE:;r way of ar...alyiinr: the tlata contained in 1"able 
XXXVll. By comparing e~ch. coluzr..n on the lef't Id th t.he corresponding 
column on tbe right, u rough measure of the 6.e.i'ieiencies or certain 
types of help could be obtained. 1-"'or example, tO. 87 per cent of unprc-
pared teachers needed some help in keeping a.."ld underst~nding a11 records 
end reports,, but only 31~. 78 per cent received help. An over-all analy-
5i!l of the data reveals th~t if the better prepared teachers needed 
' . f ' 
help, there was more of a tendency for them to receive help than the 
poorer prepared teacher. 
VI. DECISIONS AT E:ND OF FIRST YE.AR 
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A few questions were included in the questionnaire to find out 
which group of first-year teachers liked or disliked teaching, whether 
they felt successful or unsuccessful as teachers, and whether they 
planned to continue with teaching or find another occupation. Thus, 
this section served as a climax of thA study to show whether teachers 
planned to contir:ue in the teaching profession. The preceding sections 
of the study dealt with professional status and continuation of profes-
sional training, job satisfaction, employment procedures of employer 
and instructional difficulties. All these factors may contribute to a 
decision on the part of the young teacher, either to continue teaching 
or find another occupation. 
Hea.ction~ teaching. The first question in this final section 
was simple and direct: do you like teaching? A chi square contingency 
table is set up to test the significance of the differences between the 
frequencies in the groups of teachers who liked or disliked teaching. 
The results of this at the S per cent level were not significant. Table 
xx:ax shows the percentages for the various groups of teachers who liked 
or disliked teaching. While the partially prepared group had the lowest 
percentage, it is significant to note that all unprepared teachers said 
they liked teaching. 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
R1ACTION TO TEACHING 
Group Did you like teaching? 
Yes No Undecided 
or Ef Of Ef Of Ef Total 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Prepared 152 (150.87) 4 (5.36) 1 ( .77) 157 
Partially 
Prepared 23 ( 24.03) 3 ( .85) 0 ( .12) 25 
Unprepared 23 { 22.10) 0 ( .79) 0 ( .11) 23 
Total 197 7 l 205 
df = 4 
x
2 
observed = 6.90 
x
2 
.05 = 9.49 
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TABLE XXXIX 
?HWENJ.'AGES FOR fi£.ACTICN TO TEACHI!\G 
Group Did ycm like teaching? 
Yes No Undecided Total 
1 2 3 4 5 
Prepared 96.82% 2.55% .63% 100% 
.Partially 
Prepared 88.00 12.00 .o 100 
Unprepared 100.00 .o .o 100 
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Success~! beginning teacher. Table XL presents the results 
for chi square concerning whether the groups of teachers felt they were 
successful as teachers. As with reaction to teaching, the results at 
the five per cent level were not significant. .Results in Table XLI are 
si.~ilar to those in Table XXXIX. Teachers with the least preparation 
felt that they had been more successful than prepared teachers. 
Preference £2!: another field. Teachers were aakeds would you 
prefer some other field of work to teaching? If yes, what? A chi 
square contingency table shows at the 5 per cent level of significance 
that there was a difference a..~ong the three groups of teachers with 
respect to preference for another field of work. The percentages !or 
preferences of another field of work are presented in Table XLIII. 
This table reveals that partially prepared teachers preferred another 
field of work to a greater extent than unprepared and prepared teachers. 
Teachers who preferred another field of work stated what they 
thought would be their preferences. Answers varied greatly, from sales 
to marine biology, 
Plans £2!. teaching ! second year. Preferring another field of 
work did not mean necessarily that these teachers were not planning to 
teach a second year. The various groups were asked whether they planned 
to teach a second year. A chi square contingency table shows that there 
were no significant differences among teachers at the 5 per cent level 
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TABLE XL 
TEACHER'S OPINION AB TO SUCCESS 
Group Do you feel you have been a success.f\ll teacher? 
Yes No Total or Ef or Ef 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
Prepared 142 (lh.3.21) 15 (13.79) 157 
Partially 
:Prepared 23 ( 22.81) 2 ( 2.19) 25 
Unprepared 22 ( 20.98) l ( 2.02) 23 
Total 187 18 205 
di' = 2 
x2 observed : 1.24 
x2 .o.5 = 5.99 
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TABLE XLI 
F:C.,'RC:E:NTAGE FOR TEACHER'S OPINION OF succi:;ss 
Group Do you feel you have been a successful teacher? 
Yes No Total 
l 2 3 4 
Prepared 90.45% 9.55% 100% 
Partially Prepared 92.00 s.oo 100 
Unprepared 9$.65 4.35 100 
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TABLE XLII 
PREFEffSNCE FOR ANOTHE.1t FIELD 
Group Would you prefer some other field of work? 
Yes No Undecided 
Of Ef or Ef or Ef Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
?re pared 26 (32.17) 126 (120.23) 5 (4.60) 157 
Partially 
Prepared 11 ( 5.12) 14 ( 19.15) 0 ( .73) 25 
Unprepared 5 ( 4.71) 17 ( 17.62) l ( .67) 23 
Total L2 157 6 205 
df • 4 
x2 observed = l0.55 
;;. .o, = 9.49 
19 
TABLE XLIII 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS WHO PREFERRED S0~1E OTHER FIELD OF WORK 
Group \<Jould you prefer some other field of work? 
Yes No Undecided Total 
l 2 3 4 , 
Prepared 16 • .56% 80.25% 3.19% 100% 
Partially Prepared 44.00 56.oo 0 100 
Unprepared 21.74 73.91 h.35 100 
of significance, as shown in Table XLiiT. Table XLV, which shows per-
centages, reveals that the better prepared teachers planned to teach a 
second year. 
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Teachers were asked to tell why if they were not planning to 
teach a second year. Table XLVI reveals that teachers with the least 
preparation were not planning to teach a second year because of problems 
they encountered while teaching. 
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TABLE XLIV 
PLANS FOR TEACHING A SECOND YEAR 
Group Do you plan to teach a second year? 
Yes No Uncertain Total 
Of Ei' Of Ef Of Ef 
1 2 .3 h 5 6 1 8 
.Prepared 143 (140.15) 12 (14.55) 2 (2.30) 157 
Partially 
Prepared 21 ( 22 .. .32) 4 ( 2.32) 0 ( .36) 25 
Unprepared 19 ( 20 .. 53) 3 ( 2.13) l ( .34) 23 
Total 183 19 3 205 
df' = 4 
2 
observed = 3.99 x 
x
2 
.05 = 9.49 
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TABLE XLV 
PERCENTAGE OF TE.ACHEP..S WHO PLAN TO TFACH A SECOND YEAH 
Group Do you plan to teach a second year? 
Yea No Uncertain Total 
1 2 3 4 5 
Prepared 91.09% 7.64% 1.27% 100% 
Partially 
Prepared 84.00 16.00 0 100 
Unprepared 82.61 13.04 4.35 100 
Group 
Prepared 
Partially 
Prepared 
Unprepared 
Total 
TABLE XLVI 
REASONS FOR NOT Tf~CHIUG A SECOND YEAR 
Reason 
Expecting a baby 
To obtain a r1aster' s Degree 
Selective Service obligation 
Unorganized School System 
Expecting a baby 
NeedE::d help and did not. receive it 
Did not enjoy school work 
Too many problems 
Disciplinary problems 
Difficult to survive on salary 
Required to return to school for 
additional classes . 
8.3 
Number of 
Teachers 
6 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
1 
1 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
Chapter IV of this study consists of a discussion of conclusions 
which can be drawn from the data presented in Chapter III. The state-
ment at the beginning of the study was rather simple and direct. Do 
education and psychology courses make a difference with respect to the 
following statements: 
1. Continuation of professional training and membership in pro-
fessional organizations. 
2. Job satisfaction with respect to salary, social acceptance 
by the community and conforming to the philosophy of the principal. 
3. Selection and employment procedures of employer. 
4. Instructional. difficulties with regard to the amount of help 
needed and received. 
S. A desire to continue in the tea:hing profession. 
I. CONTINUATION OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 
1. A greater percentage of unprepared teachers took education 
and psychology courses during this school year (1966-67). The percen-
tage was lh.78 per cent greater than the partially prepared teachers, 
and 21.40 per cent greater than prepared teachers. It was concluded 
that school authorities required partially prepared and unprepared 
teachers to make an effort to meet minim.um requirements for state cer-
tification. ·Prepared teachers had met at least minimum state requirements 
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and probably took education courses for their own advancement. 
2. As would be expected, only 17.83 per cent of prepared teach-
ers planned to attend summer school this summer, while 4h.OO per cent 
of the partially prepared teachers and 60.87 per cent of the unprepared 
teachers planned to attend. Here al:ain,, the teachers with the least 
preparation were going to summer school to meet minimum state require-
ments for certification. 
3. No significant differences were found among the three groups 
of teachers planning to take night classes next year (1967-68). Ot the 
205 respondents,, 70,, or 3h.14 per cent, said they planned to enroll in 
night classes. It was concluded that many teachers take advantage of 
extension classes offered in their school division at night. Also, 
all teachers included in the study are in commuting distance of William. 
and Mary College and Old Dominion College. 
4. The desire and interest among the groups of teachers to 
attend S'l:i.Illllter school within the next five years was about the same. Of 
the 205 respondents, 132,, or 64.39 per cent, stated they planned to 
attend. It was concluded that this high percentage certainly indicated 
a high interest in professional advancement and a desire to offer better 
serv"ice through training for all groups of teachers. 
5. As in the preceding paragraph, no significant difference was 
f'ound among the three groups of teachers who planned to enroll in a 
graduate program in the future. Of the 205 respondents, 127, or 61.95 
per cent, stated they planned to enroll. This figure represented 
nearly two-thirds of the respondents. It might be inferred that these 
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teachers are looking toward the greater security, knowledge, advancement 
and higher pay that could be possible with a master's degree. 
II. MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
1. Nearly all teachers, regardless of their group, joined the 
local teachers 1 association. One hundred eighty-one, or 88.29 per cent, 
of the teachers stated they were members. This high percentage indi-
cated that the local teachers• associations in Southeastern Virginia 
encouraged first-year teachers to join their organizations. 
2. The percentage of prepared teachers who belonged to the 
Virginia Education Association and the National Education Association 
was higher than the percentage for partially prepared teachers. Pre-
pared and unprepared teachers compared closely in regard to membership 
in the V1.rginia Education Association. It was found that about 20 per 
cent more of the prepared teachers than the unprepared teachers joined 
the National Education Association. 
It was a conclusion that the data presented in this section poses 
a problem for the state and national organizations, the problem of find-
ing more effective ways of introducing the first-year teacher to the 
programs and services of their organizations so that they will become 
members. 
III. JOB SATIS~"'ACTION \UTH RESPECT TO SALARY, SOCIAL 
ACCEPl'Ai.'!CE BY CC?"iMUNl TY, MID CONF0.1\tUTY 
TO 'fi=!E PHILOSOPHY OF THE PHINCIPAL 
The three aspects of job satisfaction covered in this study 
failed to show any significant differences among prepared, partially 
prepared and unprepared teachers. In general, this meant that all 
teachers were equally concerned with salary, social acceptance by the 
community and conformity to the philosophy of the principal. The !ol-
lowing concluding statements were made. 
l. Only a third of the teachers were satisfied with their 
present salary, while two-thirds were dissatisfied. Many beginning 
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teachers who have entered the teaching field enthusiastically, setting 
out in a majority of cases to earn their own living for the first time, 
soon discovered that teachers' salaries were inadequate to match the 
high cost of living. In many cases of this nature, the teacher found 
it necessary to change jobs. 
2. Only eight, or J.90 per cent, of the respondents felt re-
jected by the community in which they taught. This led to the conclu-
sion that Southeastern Virginia consists of friendly communities in 
which teachers have the respect and cooperation of the people. 
This section also presented a challenge for teachers already in 
service, for school administrators, for local education associations and 
laymen in communities in other areas of the state and nation. The pro-
portion or first-year teachers who do not feel at home in the communi-
ties where they work can be reduced if those responsible recognize the 
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problem and organize to do something about it. 
One hundred and sixteen, or 56.58 per cent, of the respondents 
said their ideas and philosophy formed while in college conflicted with 
their principal 1s ideas and philosophy. The percentaee and number 
presented was not surprising. In the first place, the new teacher freah 
from college, imbued with t~e latest ideas and ideals, wher~as the 
principal may have formed his basic beli~f s at a time when educational 
philosophers and theorists were following a different line. Secondly, 
most prir.cipals usually have several years of work behind them, and 
these years have taught them from practical experience many things the 
young teacher could never learn vicariously. Lastly, teachers and 
principals have never agreed on every new or old idea in education. No 
good reason cculd be stated why it was imperative that teachers and 
principals agree on everything, because both continue to grow profes-
sionally through differences as well as through agreements. In the 
great majority of cases teachers and principals, through reason and 
mutual respect for one another, arrive at satisfactory working agree-
ments. 
IV. SELECTION AND EMPLOYMLNr PROCEDUHES OF EMPLOYER 
l. Table XXI reveals that 98.54 per cent of the prepared teach-
ers obtained their first positions either through assistance from the 
placement agency of a college or their own personal application. Un-
prepared teachers canpared favorably with prepared teachers, although 
8.70 per cent of the unprepared group had to pay a commercial 
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employment agency to locate their first position. Eighty per cent of 
the partially prepared teachers obtained their positions through per-
sonal application. The conclusion obtained from this data was that most 
teachers, regardless of group, use the placement agency of a college and 
personal application to obtain their first teaching position. 
2. Over half of the prepared teachers were interviewed before 
leaving college as compared with a fourth of the partially prepared and 
unprepared teachers. It was cor~luded from this that it is a widespread 
practice tor school systems to send representatives to nearby colleges 
and universities to interview prospective teachers to fill replacements 
for teachers retiring and resigning. It is natural to assume that pre-
pared teachers were planning to teach and would be more interested in 
being interviewed than would partially prepared and unprepa.r·ed teachers, 
because the former had taken the prescribed education and psychology 
courses. 
J. Table XXV shows that 91.JO per cent of the unprepared teach-
ers were promised a particular school and grade level or subject field 
when employed, but Table XXVII shows that only 65.21 per cent received 
the position they were promised. It was revealed that 80.21 per cent 
of prepared and partially prepared teachers were promised a particular 
position and school, and 70.32 per cent received the position and 
school. It could be concluded from these percentages that the more 
professional preparation a teacher had before entering teaching, the 
more likely he would be to receive the assignment that had been promised 
to him. 
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means that school divisions in Southeastern Virginia depend chiefly on 
Virginia colleges for their source of qualified teachers. 
V. INSTRUCTIONAL PROBL.ENS OF FIHST-YEAR TEACHERS 
l. Table XXX.II reveals that the percentage reporting various 
amounts of help from principals did not vary a great deal for prepared 
and partially prepared teachers. About 70 per cent of this group re-
ported that they received much help or some help from the principal. 
Fifty-six per cent of the unprepared teachers reported they received 
little or no help from the principal. The opposite results would be 
expected for the unprepared teachers, because they would appear to need 
more professional help than prepared and partially prepared teachers. 
2. Percentages reported in Table XXXIV show no significant 
differences among the groups of teacher~ with respect to help received 
from supervisors. Sixty-five per cent of all respondents reported that 
they received little or no help from supervisors. Unprepax·ed teachers 
were the most outspoken group. Forty-three per cent repor~ed that they 
received no help fran the supervisors. Five of t.he nine school divi-
sions included in the study employed only two supervisors in each divi-
sion. It is possible to understand these large percentages because 
supervisors in these divisions would have only a lirrited amount of time 
to work with individual teachers. The other four school divisions 
employed one or more such persons in each major curriculum area. From 
this discussion it might be inferred that first-year teachers in large 
school divisions, as compared with those in small school ~/sterns, get 
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considerably more help fram supervisors. 
3. Prepared and partially prepared teachers got more help from 
fellow classroom teachers than from either principals or supervisors. 
It was interesting to note that 83 per cent of these teachers indicated 
that they received much or some help from fellow classroom teachers. 
A higher percentage of unprepared teachers indicated thnt they 
received more help from fellow classroom teachers than from either 
principals or supervisors. The percentages for unprepared teachers 
receiving help from principals, supervisors and fellow classroom teach-
ers was very low when compared with the prepared and partially prepared 
teachers. It was concluded that many unprepared teachers received 
little or no help from the sources that w"ere discussed. Apparently, 
unprepared teachers did not realize that they needed help &nd did not 
lmow how to ask for the help needed. 
4. The majority of beginning teachers needed little or some help 
with handling disciplinary problems, understanding standardized test 
results, keeping and understanding all record& and reports, using n 
variety of teaching procedures and techniques, understanding and getting 
on the level of the above average, average and below averabe child, 
and understanding the philosophy of the school. Concerning the types 
or help received by first-year teachers, the majority repoi•ted little or 
sane help with at least two problemsi handliug disciplinary problems 
and keeping and understanding all records ar.d. reports. 
It was concluded that those responsible for planning and con-
ducting pre-service and in-service education activities should expand 
and intensify their efforts in the areas where teachers need help. 
There was a tendency for partially prepared and unprepared 
teachers to need more help than prepared teachers in using a variety 
of teaching procedures and techniques, using curriculum guides and 
understanding standardized test results. These results would seem 
natural because prepared teachers get an understanding of these things 
in professional education and psychology courses in college. 
It was found that the better prepared teachers received help 
if they needed help. This uas not true for unprepared teachers. It 
was concluded that better prepared teachers know how and where to get 
help when they need it. 
VI. DECISIONS AT END OF J!'IRST YEAR 
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1. Table XXIVIII shows that there were no significant differ-
ences among the groups of teachers with regard to liking or disliking 
teaching. One hundred and ninety-seven, or 96.lO per cent, of the 
respondents said they liked teaching. All unprepared teachers said they 
liked teaching. '£hese facts seem to justify the conclusior. that the 
great majority of people who choose teaching as a career are not dis-
appointed with it1 at least not in their first year of service. 
2. The results of Table XL reveal no significant difference 
among the groups of teachers concerning whether they felt successful. 
Table XLI reveals that al.~ost all teachers felt successful during their 
first year of teaching. 
3. Table XLII reveals that there was a difference a:r.ong the 
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groups of teachers in regard to preference for another field of work. 
Table XJJIII reveals that 44 per cent of the partially prepared and 
21.74 per cent of the unprepared teachers preferred another field of 
work. The figures show that only 16.56 per cent of the prepared teach-
ers preferred another field of work. It might be inferred that the 
prepared group planned to be teachers while in college by takinf educa-
tion and psycholo51 courses and were, therefore, sure that they wanted 
to teach. 
4. Chi square in Table XLIV Bhows that there were no significant 
differences among the three groups of teachers with respect to plans to 
teach a second year. Percentages which are preser.ted in Table XLV 
slightly favored the prepared teachers. The difference was enough to 
conclude that the better prepared a teacher was in terms of education 
and psychology courses taken in college, the greater his chance of 
teaching a second year. 
Table XLVI reveals the various groups of teachers who did not 
plan to teach a second year. Most of the prepared teachers were leav-
ing the teaching profession to raise a fa~ily, to obtain a master 1a 
degree, or to fulfill their military obligation. These can be con-
sidered legitimate reasons for leaving the teaching profession. Most 
of the partially prepared and unprepared teachers ·nere leaving because 
of problems experienced with teaching. It was concluded that if the 
partially prepared and unprepared teacher le~ the teaching profession, 
it would be because of problems experienced in teaching with which he 
was not prepared to cope. 
CHAPTER V 
smntARY 
One of the ~ajor problems facing education today is that of 
obtaining enough qualified teachers to keep pace with the expanding 
school population. ;~'hile the problem is certainly one of quantity, it 
is also one of quality. Not only are more teachers needed, but teach-
ers are needed who have the best possible preparation for the position. 
The nature of the +.eacher 1s preparation has been determined mo~e from 
opinion and philosophical considerations than it has from research 
into the relative mer:'..ts of differing kinds 0f preparation. Hore re-
search on the problems of teacher education is needed. 
This investigation was aimed directly at specifics and, in light 
of the r.uITent practice of issuing substandard teaching certificates 
in Virginia, a very practical question about teacher preparation arises: 
does completion of education and psychology ccurses prescribed for 
certification make any difference with respect to continuation of pro-
fessional tratning and membership in professional organizations, job 
satisfaction with respect to salary, social acceptance by com.~unity 
and conforming to the philosophy of the principal, selection and employ-
ment procedures of employer, instructional difficulties with regard to 
the amount of help needed and received by first-year teachers and a 
desire to continue in the teaching profession? 
The study was carried on during the school year of 1966-67 in 
nine school divisions in Southeasterr, Virg·inia. Infomation included 
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in the study was obtained from first-ye~r teachers who filled. in and 
returned a questionnaire to the investigator. Among the teachers who 
returned the questionnaire, 157 were found to have completed all pre-
scribed courses in education and psyi::hology. These teachers were called 
pr€pared teachers. Twenty-five teachers had completed at least nine 
hour~ in education and psycholoCY courses but had not taken student 
teaching. These teachers were called partially prepared. '.l'wenty-three 
teachers had coripleted less than nine hours in professional education 
and psycholosy courses and had had nc student teaching. 'fhese teachers 
were called unprepared teachers. 
The chi square statistic was used to test differences among the 
three groups of first-year teachers whBn compared with the various parts 
of the problem in the investigation. Percentage tables were set up to 
show the extent of differences among the groups of teachers. 
:·Iith respect to the teachers included in this study, the follow-
ing facts were established: 
1. A greater percentage of partially pre?ared and unprepared 
teachers had taken education and psychology courses this school year 
(196t-67) and planned to attend summer school this sur..mer (1967) than 
prepared teachers. This was because these teachers were under pressure 
from school authorities to meet minimum state requirements for certifi-
cation. 
2. All groups of teachers were concerned about plans for pro-
fessional growth which included plans to attend summer school within the 
next five years (1967-71), attend nirht classes next year (1967-68) and 
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enroll in a graduate program :in the future. 
3. All groups of teachers felt equal concern for membership in 
their local teachers' association. Prepared and unprepared teachers 
compared closely in regard to membership in the Vir[;inia Education Asso-
ciation. A hicher percentage of prepared teachers joined the National 
Education Association in comparison with partially prepared and unpre-
pared teachers. 
4. Tho three aspects of job satisfaction covered in the study 
showed no significant differences among the prepared, part:i..ally pre-
pared and unprepared teachers. Most teachers Here dissatisfied with 
their present salar:,' µhile just about all teachers felt accepted in the 
cor.rrnunities in wr~ch they taught. Over half of the teachers said that 
their ideas and philosophy formed while in college conflicted with their 
principal's ideas and philosophy. 
5. l laree majority of teachers deperrled on the placement agency 
of a college and their own personal application to obtain their first 
position. Some partially prepared end unprepared teachers had to depend 
on a comnercial employment acency. 
6. Jf,ore prepared teachers were interviewed before leaving col-
lege than partially prepared and unprepared teachers, bec&use the former 
group of teachers had prepared for teaching. 
7. A larger percentage of unprepared teachers were promised a 
specific teaching assignment, but a smaller percentage actually received 
the assignment when co~pared with the number of prepared and partially 
prepared teachers. 
8. The more preparation a teacher possessed, the more likely 
that individual was teaching in an area in which he was certified. 
9. Employers obtained over half of the teachers included in 
the study from colleges in Virginia and 60 per cent of the prepared 
teachers ~ere obtained frCY.':1 Virginia colleges. 
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10. Prepared and partially prepared teachers received more help 
from principals than unprepared teachers. All groups received very 
little help from supervisors. Prepared and partially prepared teachers 
received more help from fellow classroom teachers than frorn principals 
and supervisors. Dnprcpared teachers received very little help from 
any source. 
ll. lfost teachers needed help with disciplinary problems, under-
standing standardized test results, keeping and understanding all 
records and reports, using a variety of teaching procedures and tech-
niques, understanding and getting on the level of the above average, 
average and below average ctild1 and understanding the philosophy of the 
scho01. !~ost teachers received help with disciplinary problems and 
keeping and understanding all records and reports. 
12. Partially prepared and unprepnre~ teachers needed more help 
than prepared teachers in using a variety of tea~bing procedures, using 
curriculum guides and understanding standardized test results. If the 
better prepared tenchers needed help they always received ~ore help than 
the unprepared teachers. 
13. Host teachers liked toachine during their first year of ser-
vice and most teachers felt that they had been successful teachers. 
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14. The more professional preparati.on a teacher possessed, the 
less likely the chances of preferring another field of work. 
15. The better prepared a teacher was in tenns of education and 
psychology courses, the greater was the chance of teaching a second 
year. 
The question asked throughout this study was very simple and 
direct. Does taking education and psychology courses make a difference? 
It does rnake a difference with refard to the following statements: 
1. Irr~~ediate plans for continuation of professional training. 
2. Hemlership in the Virginia Education Association and National 
:Education Association. 
3. :·1ethod of obtaining employment. 
4. Beine interviewed before leaving college. 
5. Receiving a particular job promised by the employer. 
6. Teaching in a field in which teacher is certified. 
7. Receiving help with instructional probleffis when help is 
needed. 
8. Preference of another occupation. 
9. Plans for teaching a second year. 
Education and psycholoey courses do not make a difference with 
regard to the following: 
1. ruture plans for professional training. 
2. :r:embership in the local teachers' association. 
,3. Job satisfaction with respect to salar1, social acceptance 
by the community and conformity to the philosophy of the principal. 
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4. Liking teaching. 
$. Feelinc successful as a teacher. 
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APP.:£NDLX A 
A LIST OF THE SUPERINTENDENTS WHO TOOK PART IN THE STUDY 
SCHOOL DIVISION SUPERINTENDENT 
1. Chesapeake E. w. Chittum 
2. Franklin William B. Blanks 
3. Isle of Wight Jrunes w. Eavey 
4. Nansemond H. s. P.bernathy 
5. Nor!olk E. L. Lambert 
6. Portsmouth M. E. Alford 
1. Southampton E• M. Trice 
a. Suf .folk W. R. Savage, Jr. 
9. Virginia Beach Frank w. Cox 
Dear 
APPENDIX B 
COPY OF THE LETTER SENT TO EACH 
PARTICIPATING SUPERINTENDENT 
March, 1967 
I am making a study of first-year teachers in the cities of 
Norfolk, Virginia Beach, Portsmouth, Chesapeake, Suffolk and 
Franklin, and the counties of Nansemond, Isle of Wight and 
Southampton. This study 1s being made in partial fulfill• 
ment for requirements of the Master of Science Degree in 
Education at the University of Richmond. 
The title of my study will be "A Regional Study of First-
Year Teacher Preparation as a Means of Interpreting Certain 
Elements of Job Satisfaction Leading to Contirmation in the 
Teaching Profession." My major objective will be to iden-
tify and analyze the obstacles that stand in the way of 
job satisfaction in teaching from the standpoint of teacher 
preparation, working conditions, living conditions, and com-
munity acceptance. This infonnation will be compared with 
first-year teachers in three basic categories. These 
categories ares (1) First year teachers who have taken 
professional education courses and student teaching, (2) 
First year teachers who have taken professional education 
courses but have not done their student teaching, and (3) 
First year teachers who have taken no professional education 
courses and have no student teaching. 
In order to conduct a study of this nature, it will be 
necessary to contact first-year teachers in your school 
division. This only includes those teachers who have zero 
years of teaching experience. Your cooperation and assis-
tance in sending me the names and addresses of your first-
year teachers in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped 
envelope will be greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Mills A. March 
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Dear 
APPENDIX C 
COPY OF THE LETTER SENT TO EACH 
PARTICIPATING FIRST-YEAR TEACHER 
April, 1967 
I am making a study of first-year teachers in the 
cities of Norfolk, Virginia Beach, Portsmouth, Chesapeake, 
Suffolk and Franklin, and the counties of Nansemond, Isle 
of Wight and Southampton. This study is being made in 
partial fulfillment for requirements of the Master or 
Science Degree in Education at the University of Richmond. 
The title of r.rry study will be "A Regional Study of 
First-Year Teachers as a Means of Interpreting Certain 
Elements of Job Satisfaction Leading to Continuation in 
the Teaching Profession." In order to conduct a study o! 
this nature it is necessary to make a random sampling o! 
first-year teachers in the school divisions mentioned above. 
Enclosed you will find a questionnaire which I would 
like for you to fill in. The information that I am reques-
ting is a professional nature. Please do not sign your 
name to this questionnaire. Your cooperation and assistance 
in filling in and returning this questionnaire to me in 
the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope will be 
greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Mills A. March 
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APPENDIX D 
(UESTIONNAlRE USED IN THE STUDY 
~'Uestionnaire Concerning First-Year Teachers 
1. Sext M - F (Circle One) 
2. Marital Status: S - M {Circle One) 
3. Circle the grade level or levels that you teacha 
1, 2, J, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
4. Check which of the following degrees you holdt 
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a. Bachelor's Degree 
--
c. Doctor's Degree 
--b. Master's Degree 
--
d. None 
--
5. Check the type or Virginia Teaching Certificate you holds 
a. Post Graduate Professional 
--b. Collegiate Professional 
--
c. Collegiata __ 
d. Special License 
--
6. Name of College you attended: 
---~------------~--~---
Did you receive your degree: (yes, no)(Circle One) Year? 
-----
1. Did you talce education and psychology courses in college? (yes, no) 
(Circle One) 
Number of semester hours in education and psychology 
----
8. Did your education course include student teaching? (yea, no) 
(Circle One) 
9. Have you taken education courses this school year? (yes, no) 
(Circle One) 
10. Do you like teaching? (yes, no) (Circle One) 
11. Would you prefer some other field of work to teaching? (yes, no) 
(Circle One) 
If yes, what? 
~~~--~~---~~~~~----~----~------~-
12. Do you plan to teach a second year? (yes, no) (Circle One). 
If no, will you state frankly why?--------------
13. Do you feel you have been a successf\tl. teacher? (yes, no) 
(Circle One) 
14. Are you satisfied with your present salary? (yes, no) (Circle One) 
15. Circle below concerning your plans for fUrthering your educations 
a. I plan to attend summer school this summer. (yes, no) 
b. I plan to attend summer school within the next 5 years. (yes, no) 
c. I plan to take night classes next year. (yes, no) 
d. I plan to enroll in a gradu&te program in the future. (yea, no) 
16. Circle i1" you belong to the following: 
a. Local Teachers Association: Yes - Uo 
b. Virginia Education Association: Yes - No - If you belonged to 
the VTA check that you belong to the VEA. 
c. National Education Association: Yes - No 
d. Do you belong to a division o! the NEA appropriate to your teach-
ing field? Yes - No 
17. Haw do you feel you have been accepted by the com.."!lUnity in which you 
are teaching? Accepted Rejected 
18. Are you registered to vote in the community where you, teach? 
(yes, no) 
Are you registered to vote in your home community? (yes, no) 
19. Check in the appropriate space the method used in obtaining yaur 
first job? 
__ Placement agency of college 
Personal application 
--
--
--
Commercial employment agency 
Some other way 
20. Were you interviewed before leaving college by the school system you 
are presently employed? (yes, no) (Circle One) 
21. At the time you were employed, were you promised a particular school 
and grade level or subject field? (yes, no) (Circle One) 
22. Did you actually get this assignment? (yea, no) (Circle One) 
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23. Are you assigned to an area in which you are certified? (yee, no) 
24. How much help do you receive from the following? (check one) 
Principal 
Supervisor 
Fellow Classroom 
Teachers 
Huch Help Some Help Little Help No Help 
25. The folloWing is a list of certain types or help received by first-
year teachers. Check the appropriate amount of help you needed and 
received in various categories: 
.Amount of Help Amount of Help 
Needed Received 
None Little Some None Little Some 
1. Developing personal qualities 1. 
such as speech, canposure, 
appearance: 
2. Handling disciplinary problems: 2. 
3. Understanding standardized J. 
test results: 
4. Keeping and understanding all 4. 
records and reports: 
5. Use of a variety of teaching 5. 
procedures and techniques: 
6. Understanding and getting on 6. 
the level of the above average, 
average, and below average 
child: 
_1. Using curriculum guides pro- 7. 
vided for your grade level: 
8. Making use of community 8. 
resources: 
9. Getting acquainted with the 9. 
community and its people: 
_10. Understanding the philosophy 10. 
of the school: 
26. Have you encountered any conflicting ideas and philosophy you had 
formed while in college and the ideas and philosophy of your princi-
pal? (yes, no) 
27. Your age is? 
VITA 
Mills Arnold March, son of Hargaret Copeland Harch and the late 
Hills Jordan !-'larch,, was born November 25, 1938, in Nansemond COU:lty, 
Virginia. 
He attended public schools in Nansemond County and graduated 
from Holland High School in 1956. In 1960 he received the Bachelor of 
Arts )egree at Guilford College and, from 1963 to 1967, took graduate 
work at the University of Richmond Summer School. 
Mr. March taught the seventh grade in the Chesapeake public 
schools from 1960 to 1964. He was principal of King's Fork Elem"3ntary 
School in Nansemond County from 1964 to 1967 and since July, 19671 he 
has been assistant principal at Forest Glen High School in Nansemond 
County. 
He is a member of the National .bducation Association, Virginia 
Education Association, Kappa Delta Pi, an honor society in education, 
and president of tha Nansemond County Education Association. He is 
also a member of a Hasonic Lodge and Ruri tan Club. 
He is married to the former Billie Sharon Hutton of Marion, Vir-
ginia, and has one son, Frank Arnold March. 
